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Abstract

The common attribute of the geo–distributed systems (GS) is the way of their organization. The structure of GS is usually an up–down depended hierarchy where the processes of their inter work control are implemented as two sides (up–down, down–up) information exchange. As a result, the subcomponents of typical GS are in some distance from each other. The main clue of GS manager is the quality of information process flow and a medium of data exchange. The state of art of data describes technologies, e.g. XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [1, 2, 3] and the progress of the Internet interoperability, especially in Web Services [4], gives for the designers some new opportunities of application design. In this way, the layer of data interchange of GS subcomponents will migrate to the next/new level of abstraction. Its consequence is ability of reorganization of the controlled object structures and modelling of dimensions extends.

This article presents a model of hierarchical system of distributed objects work control (HCS). The model is based on a cube of data repository and dedicated web serviced methods. This model is used in the investigations of the electric energy consumption control by the author.
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1. Introduction

If we study the domain of most physical objects and organizations, whose structures are geo-distributed systems (GS), we could recognize that the common attribute of these systems is: the hierarchical structure of their work control and/or management. The distributed systems are usually organized as the hierarchies of up–down depended levels of decision taking, where the process of work control is implemented as two sides (up–down, down–up) information exchanging. Usually the functions of the exchanged data are included in two types of classes:

- managing: the decisions of the head of an organization are exchanging from up to down as the coordinates and redistributing to dependent nodes;
- controlling: the data of an organization state of work is exchanged from down to up and is aggregated on each level of a hierarchy.

The experience shows that the well organized processes of a data flow are one of the main conditions of the organization success. From the point of view of the data flow process inter distributed objects, the mechanism of data exchanging usually looks similarly: one of the nodes corresponds to the other in the hierarchy of the objects using an accessible medium for the data exchange. Only the medium of the data exchange changes in the history but the mechanism remains unchanged. Currently, the state of art of telecommunication technology gives almost unlimited possibilities for the data exchange [1, 2, 3]. By implementing the EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) functionality [5, 6] for the data flow process, it is possible to improve the object subcomponents interoperability and in consequence, it allows to develop the mechanism of auto control of the whole structure of the object on each level of it is hierarchy.

An example of GS object is the electric energy distribution system (SE). The SE’s structure (see Fig. 1) on one hand depends on the number of energy generators and on the other hand the number of consumers. As it has been shown in [7, 8], both sides of dependent energy market players are dependent on each other because of the nature of the electric energy, where the consumers cannot consume more energy than the generators are able to generate and on the other hand, the generators cannot supply more energy than the consumer’s demand. The thesis of the author investigations is that ”Implementation of electronic data interchange instruments for the data exchange between the users of the electro energetic system improves its own management and the energy consumption prediction”. And here the hierarchical system of distributed objects work control (HCS) is precise for the electric energy distributor needs [9, 10, 11].
In fact, the model of HCS could be used for each of the GS objects as well, e.g. carbon dioxide polluting system, system of soil fertilization or system of early dangerous warning. The domain of these solutions is the nature of knowledge which depends on data being probed by many nodes of the lowest layer of a hierarchy and the knowledge grows by the aggregating methods on each layer of the structure.

2. Conception of hierarchical control system

From the point of view of the HCS system each of the GS objects could be decomposed into many separate nodes, between the nodes there exist some branches of dependences and of the data exchange directions. The HCS data repository has to evidence information about each node of the GS and their branches. The state of art of the data base engineering [12] shows that information about an object is evidenced in the field of a table and it is usually the name of the field which corresponds to the name of the object attribute. The number of attributes (fields) corresponds to the necessity of complete controlled process description. Although it could be differenced in type and number of the attributes between the nodes of different levels of the hierarchy. Moreover, there are many differences in type and quantity of node attributes of different GS structures.

The HSC data repository is open to those differences and it is able to describe each known data type of the node attributes (see Fig. 2) and to define as many of the node attributes as it is necessary. The number of the attributes of any node, evidenced in the HSC system, counts \( n + 4 \), where \( n \in \mathbb{N} \). The first four of the attributes are mandatory, the next are obligatory because the HSC system functionality allows to determinete any hierarchical structure by its user, not a programmer.
The structure of any GS system is defined in two steps. In the first one the user determines the number of the levels of the structure hierarchy. In that point he has to define the attributes of each level node. The mandatory attributes construct hierarchy by describing the name of the level of hierarchy (node name), the position in the hierarchy (parent id), the structure of the node belongs to (structure id) and it gives the node unique identification (node id). The optional attributes allow to determine any kind of information to be evidenced on the current level of the hierarchy. To add a new attribute of the node, the user ought to define: name of attribute, type of data being stored, measure of unit, flag of mandatory, flag of aggregates. The flag of aggregates tells the HCS system that some data on one level nodes has to be aggregating to the other one.

![Diagram of the GS's node repository in the HCS's database](image)

After the hierarchy determination the user could define the whole structure tree of the object (see Fig. 3). The user is asked to add as many nodes on each level of the hierarchy as he needs, but in this step he got all types of the attributes of each node of each level defined and only what he has to do is to input values of those attributes.

This segmentation of the structure definition steps allows to separate the roles of HCS system users. The first role, the administrator of structure role, is responsible for the definition of the structure mission - e.g. what kind of data on each level of the hierarchy will be collected and how many levels of the
hierarchy he plans to administrate. The second role could be represented by many other users of the controlled object. The users are able only to log into the HCS system, and to register their own nodes in the hierarchy of the object structure. They are limited only to access the levels where they are placed in.

The next very powerful functionality of the HCS system is the way of intercommunications between the nodes. Each node exchanges the data with its parent node by asking him through some dedicated web services methods. Each node exchanges the data with its sons by the fact that he is asked by the sons (see Fig. 4). Because the communication between the nodes is implemented as a web service method there is no doubt that one node of the hierarchy is stored in one local data repository of the HCS system and the other one is stored in a remote data repository. The only one condition to interoperate the geo-distributed subcomponents of the GS system is their ability to process this type of methods. In the simplest way it could be implemented as a web form interface (see Fig. 4), where the data will be input by the end users [4, 13, 14].

The intelligent units of the lowest level of the hierarchy are the fundamental condition to implement full interoperability of the XML technology in such a distributed object as the electric energy distribution system [10]. If this elaboration finds some interest of the potential users and/or investors, then the appropriate functionality of intelligent measure units are implemented into most of the electronic equipment of intelligent buildings [15]. It is granted that the web service method will be used for the communication by a cube repository of the HSC system and by an electronic measure unit as well (see Fig. 4).

By using the web service methods for the communication process there is no difference between two events:
– a method could be called/run by an intelligent peripheral or the end user, but it could be called/run by the other cube of the HCS system as well. So, we could configure many cubes of the HCS in different localization and in this way some geo-distributed process could be controlled by the geo-distributed cubes of the HCS. This ability of the HCS system is attractive especially from the scientific centers point of view, which could coordinate their explorations of some geo-distributed problems/research, e.g. pollution of rivers in central–east Europe.

– a node asking its father for directions, could take this data from a local cube and from remote ones as well (see Fig. 5). So, behind the geo-distributed object being controlled and the geo-distributed cubes of the HSC system we have the geo-distributed data base which is the repository of the whole structure information.

The conception of the Hierarchical Control System for the geo-distributed objects work control presented in this paper is still in the process of the author’s investigation. Although some partial functionality of the HSC was implemented into practice in the last semester of students’ laboratory classes the source of the example of C#.Net application is published by [16].

3. An example of dispersed object to be controlled

One of the possibilities to put the HSC system into practice is to use it for coordination of work of the Electric Energy System (SE) [7, 10, 13, 14]. The author, in his dissertation about the new method of control of electric energy consumption [17], presents a model of the hierarchical control system...
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Figure 5. Geo-distributed data repository and geo-distributed hierarchy of GS

and implies that it is one of the conditions of correct methods for the nodes of the EE distribution net interoperation.

Figure 6 presents a conception of the whole SE distributors work coordination by implementation of the cube of the HCS system in each localization of the distributor Head Office, and by aggregating the information about the energy consumption of the whole country. It could be a future hypothetical situation, although in the current stage of the author’s investigation the hierarchical control methods are verified in the Matlab’s environment for one of the Polish distributors [17] and it could be implemented as part of that system.

By implementing the Power Modes model [18] for powering the electric energy customers and with controlling the consumption by the Hierarchical Control System, it is possible to manage the work of the electric and energetic system on each level of its hierarchy. The Power Modes model tells the operators what part of the energy consumption could be limited at current time and by the HSC methods this information will be aggregated on each level of the controlled structure (see Fig. 7).

The results of the author’s investigation of the Power Mode model abilities in the situation of a lack of electricity show that the model is helpful in the operational management of the energy consumption process. The model implemented into the Matlab environment was tested on the historical data of 2007 for the consumers of one of the Polish electric power distributors. The structure of the distributor power grid has been reduced into the hierarchy presented in
Fig. 6. HCS functionality for the Electric Energy Distributors work coordinate

Fig. 7. The Power Modes in the hierarchy of electric energy distribution net

Fig. 8. Using that model some selected HCS methods of the information interchange were simulated. As a result of the research we could compare the graphs in Figs 9 and 10, where the states of the controlled object are presented. Fig. 9 shows the figures of the energy misfit of the customer demand and the distributor supply before the model implementation. In Fig. 10 there are presented the same data but with full implementation of the model in the structure hierarchy of the object.
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On the lowest level of the object hierarchy (Fig. 8) there was simulated the implementation of the Power Mode (TR) model. Although the nodes $\in G$ have implemented the full TR model, but for customers who do not belong to G tariff, they have simulated only the standard TR model. The figures of the object state are: TR – id’s of ZE nodes where the TR model was implemented; $\Sigma_{u \in G}$ – the number of households where the TR model is implemented; avPr – the average power demanded by households powered in the TR model; $E(Pr,T)$ – the total energy consumed by households powered in the TR model in the period of the whole year; q – the number of situations where the supplied power does not balance the demand of the consumers, in this situation it is necessary to buy some more energy/power from the generators; avPn – the average power misfit; $E(Pn,q)$ – the total energy misfit.

In paper [19] there are presented numerous examples of the object state in different configurations of the TR model implementation and the HCS methods for data exchange. Here is presented one of the final results of the HCS system data processing and simulations of the object state (see Fig. 10).

As we can see the controlled figures of the object state were improved by Power Mode model implementation and with coordination of the data exchange between levels of the object hierarchy by the proposed methods.

4. Conclusions

The functionality of the Hierarchical Control System presented in this paper is responsible only for the proper information interchange between the dispersed subcomponents of the controlled object. The HCS system does not care what
node will do with the information delivered using the HCS methods. The decision of the information processing into the tasks stays still on independent sides of the nodes. The nodes make the decision by themselves and the HCS system only exchanges the information about the parameters of the controlled object changes. The logic of the intelligent peripheral will use the HCS system data interchange functionality, and in this way, it will realize the concept of the distributed interoperabilitation. The example presented in section 3 shows that the proposed solutions are helpful for resolution of the problem of energy misfit in the electrical energy distribution system.
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